Let A = { a1, a2, · · · , am } be a set of m candidacies of facility location, and let B = { b1, b2, · · · , bn } be a set of n users. Some candidacies are selected from A, and facilities are placed on there. All users in B receive service from them. For each ai, a cost ci(∈ R) for facility placement is defined. For each ai and each bj , the cost di,j(∈ R) for which bi uses ai is defined. Every user uses exact one facility which was placed. For every facility which was placed, there is no limitation of amount of service that can be provided. Uncapacitated Facility Location Problem (UFLP) is a problem that computes facility location (and the facility which each user uses) that minimize the sum of the cost for facilities placement and the cost for which users use the facilities. Since it is shown that UFLP is NP-hard, it is thought that there exists no hope in finding a polynomial time algorithm through which an optimal solution is always obtained.
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In this paper, we propose a genetic algorithm for solving UFLP. Classification index is defined as follows: t = (
È n j=1 di,j). By the value of such classification index, instances are classified in two types roughly, and in the initial solution the number of placed facilities is decided. By regulating the solution space that is searched intensively for every type, the accuracy of the solution has been improved.
Our proposed mutation is constructed from two operations which achive different roles. One is the operation which achieves original role of mutation that keeps up diversity, and for this operation the bit reversing algorithm is used. Another is the operation which achieves the role by which partial solution space expected that good solution exists is searched locally. In each generation, by selecting and carrying out one of these operations, local search can be realized in addition to the searching of whole solution space. In consideration of the execution time, therefore, the most simple one-point crossover and the elite selection are applied.
In order to verify the effectiveness of our method (called pGA), a numerical experiment had been carried out. Hofer had presented some methods for UFLP, and the experiment by which there abilities are compared with each other had been done. In the experiment of this time, local search (called LOCAL) and Volume algorithm (called V&RR) and tabu search (called TABU) which has been proposed by Michel et al. had been selected as the comparison targets. The benchmark problems of OR-Library are used, and 100 trials had been done for each benchmark problem. The parameters of pGA had been defined according to a preliminary experiment. Population size, the terminal condition, and a criterion for classification of instances had been defined as 50, 5000 generations, and 1.5, respectively.
For all instances except for capc, pGA had been able to obtain the optimal solution for all trials. Since pGA classifies instances roughly by using classification index and the mutation possesses the local search operation which searches the partial solution space that seems there is a good solution, it is thought that for diverse instances the solutions of high accuracy can be obtained stably. By using LOCAL, there were many instances for which the optimal solution could not be obtained even once. Although for all instances the optimal solutions could be obtained by using TABU, the ratio that obtains the optimal solution is low. Especially, for capb and capc, the ratio that obtained the optimal solution is low, and the solution of high accuracy could not be obtained stably. V&RR could obtain the optimal solution for all instances as well as TABU. V&RR could obtain the optimal solution for many instances compared with TABU. But for instances such as cap133 and capc, the ratio that was able to obtain the optimal solution is extremely low. V&RR has forte and weak instances, and it is thought that the accuracy falls extremely for weak instances. In fact, it is reported that V&RR could not obtain solutions of high accuracy for M * -type instances. On the other hand, pGA could obtain solutions of high accuracy for M * -type instances. To be able to obtain solutions of high accuracy stably is one of the most important ability for practical use, and in this point it can be said that pGA overwhelms existing methods. Moreover, pGA can obtain the optimal solution at the realistic time for the most difficult problem capc in OR-Library. It can be concluded that proposal method pGA is very effective to UFLP. * * * *
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